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Dear Parent / Carer
Miss Gully - Year 4 / Year 5 - week commencing 18th January 2021
I hope you have all had a good weekend. Thank you to those of you who have completed the activities and
shared them with me. Here are the tasks for the week commencing 18/01/21.
Please find a video link to help you share your work on Hwb: https://photos.app.goo.gl/4Tb7pRL6LNUi6G1Q6
Maths:

Practise your 7 and 9 multiplication tables on TT Rockstars.
Maths Facts – continue with learning these important maths facts.
You can also use J2e Blast (KS2 Arithmetic) to practise your mental maths. (Log on to Hwb
then go to the menu (the waffle) and select Just2easy. From the J2Launch window, select
J2blast then choose the yellow KS2 games for learning arithmetic). Task?

Year 4 Task 1. Problem solving
Solve the problems using your place value knowledge.
Task 2. Multiples
Read about what a multiple is by following the link. Then have a go at writing out the multiples of 2, 5 and
10 to find patterns.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqbg87h/articles/zgbpnbk
Task 3. Investigating multiples of 9
Use the rule to identify the whether the numbers are or aren’t a multiple of 9.
Task 4. Common multiples
Find the common multiples using a Venn diagram. A common multiple is a number that goes in both
timestables.
Year 5 Task 1. Problem solving
Solve the problems using your place value knowledge.
Task 2. Multiples
Follow the link to find out about multiples then answer the questions.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqbg87h/articles/zgbpnbk

Task 3. Common Multiples
Complete the questions on common multiples. A common multiple is a number that goes in both
timestables.
Task 4. Finding multiples using the rules.
Use the rules to sort the numbers into the right columns.

English:
Task 1.

Folktale research
What is a folktale?
What is the purpose of a folktale? (What do they tell us about?)
Find 5 examples of a folktale.
What is a fable?
What is a fairy tale?

You can use Britannica on Hwb to help you research. (Log on to Hwb then go to the menu (the waffle)
and select ‘Britannia Digital Learning’. Click the ‘Filter resources’ tab and choose Foundation. Now type
folktale in the search area). Remember to put the information you find into your own words.
Task 2.
Beddgelert
Read the folktale of Beddgelert. Draw a picture of what you think Gelert looked like. Around your
picture write the words that are used in the text to describe him, for example brave.
Task 3.
Beddgelert
Complete the folktale planner sheet for the story of Beddgelert. You can answer the questions in a word
document on office 365.
Spelling:

Year 4 – Set 15 – practise your spelling words.
 Choose 5 words and put them into interesting sentences
 Complete the spelling activity
Year 5 – Set 15 – practise your spelling words.
 Choose 5 words and put them into interesting sentences
 Complete the spelling activity

Reading:

Please continue to read daily, using either school or home books.

Science:

Our new topic is ‘Energy, Light, and Sound’.
 Make a list of the things you already know about energy (without researching, don’t
worry if you don’t know anything)
 Make a list of questions you have for things you want to know about energy.
 Now have a look at the information sheet about energy. What types of energy sources
can you find in your house?

Topic:

Celebrating Culture
● New Year – think about and answer these questions.
What was the best thing about last year?
If you could do one thing again, what would it be?
What is your New Year’s resolution?
What are you looking forward to in 2021?

●

Using PowerPoint on Office 365, create a presentation which focuses on:
What is Sikhism?

When did Sikhism begin?

What do Sikhs believe?

(If you did this last week, you don’t need to do it again.)
You can use Britannica on Hwb to help you research. (Log on to Hwb then go to the menu (the
waffle) and select ‘Britannia Digital Learning’. Click the ‘Filter resources’ tab and choose
Foundation. Now type Sikhism in the search area). Remember to put the information you find into
your own words.
PE:


Joe wicks is live on youtube at 9am to help you keep fit, so join in if you can. An adult must
access youtube.



Swansea City Football Club need some help in the club shop! Have a watch of the video by
following the link below.
https://youtu.be/dhIUuk888ho
Now have a go at the activity booklet.

I am looking forward to seeing all your wonderful work again this week. Please continue to complete your work
on Office 365 on Hwb and share it with me.
You can also find your tasks outlined on Just2easy. If you log on to Hwb then go to the menu (the waffle) and
select Just2easy. From the J2Launch window and select shared files. If you know how to complete your work on
J2e and save it in your pupil file then you can do this (email me to let me know you have done it) however if not
please still use Office 365 to complete your work and share it with me.
Please email me with any queries you have and I’ll be happy to help.
Stay safe,
Miss Gully – GullyE12@hwbcymru.net
Other useful links to support learning:
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/adnoddau-cymraeg-welsh-resources/parents-rhieni-wales-cymru/englishmedium-parents-rhieni-wales-cymru (you can create a FREE account)
BBC Bitesize:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/primary

Primary Resources:
http://www.primaryresources.co.uk/

Woodlands Primary School:
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/

Hwb:
https://hwb.gov.wales/

TT Rockstars (times tables practice)
https://ttrockstars.com/home
Jolly Phonics:
https://www.jollylearning.co.uk/school-closure-support-for-parents/

Year 4 Maths Tasks
Task 1 – Problem solving

Task 2 – Multiples
Follow this link to find out what a multiple is.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqbg87h/articles/zgbpnbk
Write out the multiples of 2, 5 and 10 up to the 12th multiple.
What patterns do you notice about the multiples of 2?
What patterns do you notice about the multiples of 5?
What patterns do you notice about the multiples of 10?

Task 3 – Investigating multiples of 9.
There is a rule to find out if a number is in the 9 times table (multiple of 9).

A number is a multiple of 9 if when you add all the digits it equals 9.
For example:
72 –> 7 + 2 = 9 therefore 72 is a multiple.
34 –> 3 + 4 = 7 therefore 34 is not a multiple.
Sometimes you need to keep adding the digits until you get a single digit on its own.
For example:
59 –> 5 + 9 = 14, 1 + 4 = 5 therefore not a multiple.
189 –> 1 + 8 + 9 = 18, 1 + 8 = 9 therefore it is a multiple.

Use the rule to work out if the numbers below are or aren’t a multiple of 9.
You can set it out like this
1. 86 -> 8 + 6 = 14
1+4=5
It is not a multiple of 9.
2. 117 -> 1 + 1 + 7 = 9
It is a multiple of 9.
3. 49
4. 108
5. 175
6. 94
7. 135
8. 189
9. 158
10. 279
11. 462
12. 495

Task 4 – Finding common multiples.
1. Find 4 numbers for each part (a, b and c) of the Venn diagram.
Multiples of 4

Multiples of 5

a

b
c

2. Find 4 numbers for each part (a, b and c) of the Venn diagram.
Multiples of 4

Multiples of 5

a

b
c

3. Find 4 numbers for each part (a, b and c) of the Venn diagram.
Multiples of 4

Multiples of 5

a

b
c

Year 5 Maths Tasks
Task 1 – Problem solving

Task 2 – Multiples
Follow this link to find out what a multiple is.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqbg87h/articles/zgbpnbk
Write out the multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 up to the 12th multiple.
Now use them to help answer these questions:
1. What is the 8th multiple in the 5 times table?
2. What is the 4th multiple in the 3 times table?
3. What is the 5th multiple in the 8 times table?
4. What is the 10th multiple in the 4 times table?
5. What is the 3rd multiple in the 6 times table?
6. Write a number that is a multiple of 2 and 10.
7. Write a number that is a multiple of 3 and 4.
8. Write 3 numbers for each part (a, b and c) of the Venn diagram.
Multiples of 4

Multiples of 5

a

b
c

9. Write the first three numbers that are common multiples of 3 and 5.
10. Write the first three numbers that are multiples of 5 and 6.

Task 3 – Common Multiples

Task 4 – Finding multiples using the rules
To find out if a larger number is a multiple of a certain times table we need to see if the number is
divisible (if it can be divided evenly with no remainder). For example if 560 is a multiple of 10 we
would have to be able to do 560 ÷ 10 without having a remainder.
There are rules to help us work out multiples.



A number is a multiple of 10 if the number ends in 0.



A number is a multiple of 9 if when you add all the digits it equals 9.

For example:
72 – 7 + 2 = 9 therefore 72 is a multiple.
34 – 3 + 4 = 7 therefore 34 is not a multiple.
Sometimes you need to keep adding the digits until you get a single digit on its own.
For example:
59 – 5 + 9 = 14, 1 + 4 = 5 therefore not a multiple.
189 – 1 + 8 + 9 = 18, 1 + 8 = 9 therefore it is a multiple



A number is a multiple of 4 if the last two digits are a number that is
divisible by 4



A number is a multiple of 2 if the final digit is even.

Use the rules to sort the numbers. Some numbers might go in more than one column!

Folktale Planner
Who is the hero in the

Who is the villain in the

story?

story?

What is the setting of
the story?

What is the problem in

How does the story

the story?

end?

What is the
moral/theme of this
folktale? What values
does it teach us?
Choose 5
interesting
words from the

List 5
adjectives used
in the story?

story that you’d
List 5 adverbs

like to use in

used in the

your writing

story?

Spelling words

Year 4 Set 15
Words ending with ight.

night
bright
right
light
fight
flight
knight
fright
tight
sight
might
slight
height
freight
eight
straight

Spelling Words

Year 5 Set 15
Soft c

cinema
decide
cereal
centre
cylinder
mercy
celebration
December
circulation
cyclone
circumstance
accident
circuit
circle
certificate
circus

What types of energy
can you find in your
house?

